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Context and highlights
The Angle Vale Preschool is situated next to the Angle Vale Primary School. Angle Vale is north of the city,34kms
from the Adelaide GPO in the Playford Council area. The Department for Education own the land and the building.
Angle Vale Preschool is a rapidly growing community, with many families building in the area. In 2021, the
preschool families were welcomed mainly from Angle Vale and nearby towns/suburbs.
We worked hard to find the right educators that would continue to authentically work in such a way that every
decision made reflected our site philosophy, to complement our already strong staff team. Dana Gifford returned
from maternity leave
as Director, sharing the role with Liz Hunter; while Liz, Rosa Niutta and Samantha Melbourne shared the various
teaching roles. Our ancillary staff consisted of Sian Klar, Natalie Flack, Julie Cutting, Diana Dinca and Robyn
Melbourne. The Preschool Support work was undertaken by Kira Jackson and Diana Dinca. Dean Williams retired
from his permanent full time teaching position in April, although he joined us regularly as a valued relief teacher
throughout the rest of 2021.
Angle Vale Preschool educators hold a shared vision of providing a place where every child is valued as a
competent and capable citizen with rights. .Our preschool community supported the educators to continue to
provide a quality learning program, during what was a somewhat unpredictable year due to the impacts of the
Covid-19 pandemic.

Governing council report
Due to Covid-19 and other impacting factors such as member resignations, we were unable to reach quorum at any
scheduled Governing Council meetings in 2021. As such, a Governing Council report has not been completed this
year.

Preschool quality improvement planning
Reflecting on our 2021 Preschool Quality Improvement Plan (PQIP) as a new staff team, we felt that the inherited
priorities identified in the (2020) self-review and PQIP processes provided a broad base of support for us to achieve
learner improvement throughout the year.
Learning improvement goal 1: To support children's complexity and creativity in order to increase involvement,
leading to enhanced learning outcomes for each individual.
ACHIEVEMENTS:
We engaged high impact literacy strategies throughout the year which were utilised during the facilitation of our oral
language groups.
Every child enrolled participated in the PASM screener (88 children)– the data showed in term 1, 41% of children in
the violet group and 59% of Poppy group were below subset 2. By term 3, 82% of the violet group and 85% of the
Poppy group had achieved subset 2.
We began to implement 2x half day team meetings per term to focus on our improvement work. Traffic light data
was created and reviewed for every child during these meetings, and this was significant in improving the
development of learner goal planning and achievement documentation.
NEXT STEPS:
Our 2022 learning improvement goal:
Other continuing or newly developed improvement plans include working on our staff culture, staff being
accountable for upholding their PDP goals, educators being more deliberate and authentic in their interactions with
children, with a plan to engage with the responsive relationship program to assist with this process.
Worth noting, Our programme/learning journal has evolved once again, we worked as a collaborative team to
ensure that our
processes include and celebrate the complexity and richness of children's learning, interactions, relationships and
evidence of growth. Staff engaged in thorough analysis of pedagogy documentation i.e. observations, photos,
reflections, statements of learning.
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Enrolment
Year
NOTE: The data is based on person counts in the two week reference period each term. Excludes pre-entry.
Data Source: Preschool Data Collection, Data Reporting and Analytics directorate.
Term 2 2020 data may not be available for all preschools.

Attendance
Based on attendances recorded in the two week reference period each term. Data for eligible enrolments as described in the
department's Enrolment policy.
Attendance rates may differ to previous reporting with the transfer from calculations based on deemed attendance to actual
attendance using booked hours divided by attended hours.
*Note: Term 2 2020 data may not be available for all preschools.

Attendance comment
The attendance percentages continue to be higher than state average for Angle Vale Preschool. We believe this is
attributed to the work we do around belonging and connections with the children, which in turn fosters higher
attendance engagement from them and their families.
In 2021, 6% of our preschool enrolments identified as Aboriginal or Torres Straight Islander

Destination schools
Feeder Schools (Site number - Name)

2018

2019

2020

2021

255 - Angle Vale Primary School

62.7%

65.7%

56.7%

53.6%

8033 - St Columba College

2.7%

0.0%

5.0%

7.1%

8202 - Trinity College Gawler River School

26.7%

28.4%

31.7%

32.1%

NOTE: The data is collected in Term 3. It does not reflect actual schools enrolled in by exiting preschool children. Only
schools that are a destination for 3% or more of students are shown.
Data Source: Site Performance Reporting System (SPER), Term3 2021 collection.

Destination schools comment
Angle Vale Primary School continues to be our main feeder school, with Trinity College (Gawler River Campus)
next.
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Family opinion survey summary
There was a mostly positive response from the 2021 Parent opinion surveys about the way that we operate at Angle
Vale Preschool from the 15 families that participated in the feedback. All feedback is useful and valued, and we
analyse it as a team to develop ways to continue to improve our program and practice.
Below are some comments / feedback from parents of 2021:
My child LOVES this preschool. There is a great indoor and outdoor setup with loads of resources/materials available
for
them. The children are offered great activities like library visits, gym visits, oval play and some involvement with the
school.
I would, however like a little more information on my child’s individual learning journey. I know they are happy and safe
(which is amazing) but I would love to know more about my child’s time while at preschool. Play, learning, relationships
etc.
as opposed to a quick (friendly) ‘hi’, ‘bye’ at drop off/pick up. Overall, VERY HAPPY!
The Education staff have are very experienced and informed about what is available to support children who are in
need of
further assistance.
The Educational staff build rapport and establish trusting relationships with families quickly and do so with
transparency.
Without the current management and wonderful team collaboration the preschool would not be the same.
I could not have asked for a better Preschool for my children to attend.
Please request a copy of the parent opinion survey data should you like more detailed information.

Relevant history screening
Copies of DCSI or Working with children checks are kept at the preschool.
Staff members, volunteers, third party providers and pre-service teachers are required to obtain and provide
a copy of their clearance.

Financial statement
Funding Source
Grants: State
Grants: Commonwealth
Parent Contributions
Other
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2021 Preschool annual report: Improved outcomes funding
Improved outcomes category
(where applicable to the site)

Improved outcomes for numeracy and literacy

Inclusive Education Support Program

Briefly describe how the 2021 funding was used to improve the relevant department's standard of educational
achievement outcomes (where applicable):*

Outcomes achieved or progress towards these
outcomes:

We used RES resourcing to fund data collection on children's literacy development and access to specific
areas of literacy learning such as phonological awareness, against the Phonological Awareness Skill
Mapping tool. Funding was also used to plan for and undertake specific group work designed to improve
learners phonological awareness during their time at preschool.

Planning and programming aligned with EYLF
and / or Literacy and Numeracy Indicators.
We documented
growth in individual literacy and numeracy
goals, as well as PASM targets.

Children who were identified as requiring additional support for speech, language, behaviour or other
areas were supported either though DfE funding grants or the site budget. This ensured that individual
learning goals and plans were actively developed and implemented.
In 2021:
- 7 children received an extensive group funding grant due to behaviour and safety
- 5 children were referred to support services for speech and language

Educators supported children to work
towards achieving their individual goals.
Success and achievement was documented,
shared and celebrated in an authentic way.

N/A

N/A

Improved outcomes for non-English speaking
children who received bilingual support

* The department's standard of educational achievement is defined as children and young people progressing and achieving at or above their appropriate year level.

